
Summer Work for students going to 8th grade in 2021-2022

You will turn in all work to me, Ms. Mitchell, on the second day of school.

1. Please join my summer work Google classroom with this code    j5e4vdn (The district is taking the
Google Classroom down at some point) However, the instructions and handouts are here.

2. Copy and MEMORIZE this portion A, B, C, D
3. Copy and KEEP the handout of Metric Units. Yes, hand write these notes. These will be turned into me.

Also, I will check to see if you kept the handout.
4. Copy and KEEP the handout of Independent/Dependent Variables. Yes, hand write these notes that will

be turned into me.  Also, I will check to see if you kept the handout.

Thank you. It is going to be a great year!    My email is:    Janice.mitchell@clayton.k12.ga.us

1.Join the summer work classroom.    j5e4vdn (The district is taking the Google Classroom

down at some point) However, the instructions and handouts are here.

2. Copy and memorize  parts A.B. C. D

A.
EM waves
Radio      microwave     Infra- VISIBLE               ultraviolet.              x-ray                    gamma
Long wave/low energy                       ROY G BIV                      high energy/short wave          

B.     
  2, 8, 18 ,32   are the number of valence electrons on each Period of Periodic Table

C.
    Charges for each up and down group on Periodic Table                                                             

   +1    +2       TRANSITIONAL               +3 +- 4       -3 -2 -1   noble gases 0  

D.
Rules for bonding

Ionic bond is between a metal and a nonmetal. Add ide to the nonmetal.
Example Sodium Chloride, NaCl
NEVER  use prefixes.  Use Roman numeral with TRANSITIONAL.
Balance  charges to zero to write formula

Covalent is between two nonmetals. Add ide to the nonmetal.



Yes, can use prefix but Never mono on first
Example Carbon Dioxide

****************** When we learn this, it will make SENSE and you will be happy you memorized it***

3.Copy this handout. Yes, handwrite this and Memorize metric units and the sentence to remember them.

Metric Units
Quantity Unit Abbreviation
Length Meter m
Mass Kilogram kg

Sentence to remember metric prefixes:
King Henry died by drinking chocolate milk.

By indicates the root words or gram, meter, liter, second
Metric Prefixes
Kilo k    1000  ; hecto  h   100    ; deca da    10

Deci    d    0.1 centi    c  0.01    ; milli     m     0.001

Scientific Notation
Scientific notation- a value written as a simple number multiplied by a power of 10

4 3 2                                1 0

10 = 10,000 10  = 1000 10 =100      10  = 10 10  =1

-1 -2 -3

10  = 0.1             10  = 0.01              10 =   0.001

3 -3
Examples  4600 =  4.6 x10   ,       0.0015 = 1.5 x 10

Significant figures
Significant figures- the digits in a measurement that are known with certainty

The length of 1.638 has four significant figures because the digits 1638 are known.
The measurement 1.6 has two significant figures because the digits 1.6 are known.

When completing problems, if s.f. is asked for in solution only show the s.f. that is known . For example 1.2 +
4.4678=  can only have two s.f in answer because 1.2 has two s.f.



4.Copy this handout. Yes, handwrite this and know the difference between an independent and

Dependent Variable.

Independent and Dependent Variables

Independent variable: What the scientist changes or what changes on its own.

Dependent variable: What is being studied/measured.

The independent variable (sometimes known as the manipulated variable) is the variable
whose change isn’t affected by any other variable in the experiment

The dependent variable (sometimes known as the responding variable) is what is being
studied and measured in the experiment. It’s what changes as a result of the changes to the
independent variable.

An easy way to think of independent and dependent variables is, when you’re conducting an
experiment, the independent variable is what you change, and the dependent variable is what
changes because of that. You can also think of the independent variable as the cause and the
dependent variable as the effect.

Experiment 1: You’re interested in how rising lake temperatures impact algae life, so you design an
experiment that measures the number of algae in a sample of water taken from a specific lake site
under varying temperatures.

Independent Variable: Lake temperature
Dependent Variable: The number of algae in the sample

Experiment 2: You want to see which type of fertilizer helps plants grow fastest, so you add a
different brand of fertilizer to each plant and see how tall they grow.

Independent Variable: Type of fertilizer given to the plant
Dependent Variable: Plant height 

 

Independent and dependent variables always go on the same places in a graph. The independent
variable always goes on the x-axis, or the horizontal axis. The dependent variable goes on the
y-axis, or vertical axis.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


